**PARCC Calculator Policy**

**Approved 7/23/12**

**Grades 3 – 5 Calculator Policy**

- PARCC mathematics assessments for Grades 3 – 5 will not allow for calculator usage. (AAF will consider an accommodation policy)

**Grades 6 – 8 Calculator Policy**

- PARCC mathematics assessments for Grades 6-7 will allow for an online four function calculator with square root.
- PARCC mathematics assessments for Grade 8 will allow for an online scientific calculator.
- PARCC mathematics assessments are to be divided into calculator and non-calculator sessions, provided that the other sessions of the assessment are locked.
- The same calculator with maximum functionality is to be used for all items on calculator sessions.

**High School Calculator Policy**

- PARCC mathematics assessments for High School will allow for an online calculator with functionalities similar to that of a TI-84 graphing calculator.
- PARCC mathematics assessments are to be divided into calculator and non-calculator sessions, provided that the other sessions of the assessment are locked.
- The same calculator with maximum functionality is to be used for all items on calculator sessions.